"WAKFU: The Brotherhood" – The New
Mobile Game from Ankama
To accompany the worldwide release of Season 3 of WAKFU: the Series on Netflix on April 6, Ankama
is publishing a new free application, the action game WAKFU: The Brotherhood.

Roubaix, April 6: Meet and become the characters from the animated series on iOS and Android in
the new beat 'em up game, WAKFU: The Brotherhood!

DESCRIPTION
In WAKFU: The Brotherhood, join Yugo and his friends from the animated series WAKFU® in a oneof-a-kind adventure! Play one of the heroes of the Brotherhood of the Tofu and team up with your
most faithful allies to defeat the waves of metallic creatures sent by Nox, the Master of Time, as part
of his demonic attempt to consume the Wakfu of all living creatures.
Bash, smash and crush everything in your way, and perform wild combos to defeat the evil Master of
Time!
There's no going back!

DOWNLOAD THE GAME FOR iOS
DOWNLOAD THE GAME FOR ANDROID

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Title: WAKFU: The Brotherhood.
Publisher: Ankama
Studio: Ankama
Platforms: iOS, Android.
Release Date: April 5, 2018

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER

:

https://twitter.com/AnkamaPress
About the Ankama group
Ankama is an independent company that creates, publishes and distributes works of entertainment worldwide. From video games to
board games, from animations to mangas, it controls the production chain of its creations from A to Z. Known for its MMORPGs and the
animated series DOFUS and WAKFU, part of a vast universe called the Krosmoz, it achieved its first full-length feature film in 2016,
DOFUS – Book I: Julith. Its many other creations include: the Krosmaster Arena board game and figurines; the mobile video games
Tactile Wars, King Tongue, DOFUS Pogo, Nindash, WAKFU: The Brotherhood for smartphones and tablets; and manga and graphic
novels such as Mutafukaz, Shangri-La, City Hall, Radiant, and Freaks' Squeele. Indeed, since 2004, the Ankama teams have been
applying the principles of transmedia and creating universes that they develop through multiple stories in multiple media, thereby offering
their communities of players, readers and spectators a full and immersive narrative experience across all popular platforms. At Ankama,
every story is unique, but they are all interconnected.
To get an idea of what's going on at Ankama, take a look at: DOFUS Touch, the tablet and smartphone version of DOFUS, released in
late 2016; Krosmaga, a collectible card game combining combat and strategy;
season 3 of the animated series WAKFU, aired on France 4 and NETFLIX France in 2017 (with worldwide release in April 2018); and the
movie MUTAFUKAZ with Orelsan, Gringe, and Redouanne Harjane, scheduled to hit the big screens in France on May 23, 2018.
http://www.ankama.com/
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